Abstract-A Constrained Multicommodity Maximum-FlowMinimum-Cost routing algorithm is presented. The algorithm computes maximum-flow routings for all smooth unicast traffic demands within the Capacity Region of a network subject to routing cost constraints. The edge cost can be a distance, reliability, congestion or an energy metric. It is shown that every network has a finite Bandwidth-Cost capacity. The BandwidthDistance and the Bandwidth-Energy capacities are explored. The routing algorithm requires the formulation of two Linear Programs (LPs). The first LP finds a multicommodity MaximumFlow, when the flows are constrained to a sub-graph of the network to enforce cost constraints. The second LP minimizes the routing cost, given that the maximum-flow is fixed. A related Constrained Multicast-Max-Flow-Min-Cost algorithm is also presented, to maximize the throughput of a multicast tree using network coding, subject to routing cost constraints. These algorithms have polynomial-time solutions, whereas traditional multipath routing algorithms can be NP-Hard. The addition of routing cost constraints can significantly reduce the size of the LPs, resulting in faster solutions, with lower edge utilizations and with higher energy efficiencies. The application of these algorithms to route aggregated video streams from cloud data centers in a Future-Internet network, with improved throughput, energy-efficiency and QoS guarantees is presented.
I. INTRODUCTION

T HE Best-Effort (BE)
Internet network has evolved into universal platform for delivering new services. However, the existing BE-Internet network has several structural inefficiencies, and relies upon significant over-provisioning of bandwidth to reduce congestion and achieve weak statistical QoS guarantees [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . The Internet's inefficiencies are estimated to cost hundreds of millions of dollars per year in excessive energy costs world-wide and to contribute noticeably to greenhouse gas emissions and global warming, i.e., see [6, 7] . To address these problems, governments worldwide are exploring designs for the Future Internet Network, and are open to both evolutionary and revolutionary changes to the Internet architecture.
Cloud-based systems offer a new paradigm for service delivery [8] . Service providers can create cloud-based services by leasing cloud-based storage and computing facilities from infrastructure providers. Service providers can then use proprietary QoS routing algorithms to support their time-critical Manuscript received December 31, 2011 ; revised August 16 and November 27, 2012. The associate editor coordinating the review of this letter and approving it for publication was P. Popovski.
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Digital Object Identifier 10.1109/TCOMM.2013.020713.110882 services, as is commonly done with today's VOIP providers (i.e., see www.arbinet.com). Unfortunately, the BE-Internet faces challenges a service-oriented infrastructure, due to its structural energy inefficiencies and poor QoS guarantees for time-critical services.
Over the last decade, numerous technologies have been proposed to mitigate the poor performance of the Best-Effort Internet, including Peer-to-Peer (P2P) technologies, Network Coding, and Source Coding. The goals of all these technologies include improved network throughput, energy-efficiency and QoS guarantees. Network Coding can potentially improve network performance by relieving the edge capacity constraints. If multiple multicast traffic flows arrive at an edge and its capacity constraint is exceeded, it is possible to forward one coded flow which obeys the edge capacity constraint. With appropriate codes, each receiver can decode and receive the multicast flow(s) [9] . Unfortunately, these technologies do not solve the fundamental structural energy inefficiencies in the underlying BE-Internet architecture.
Recently, the Greentouch Consortium was formed by the telecommunications industry, with a goal of achieving a 1000 times reduction in energy per bit over the Internet (www.greentouch.org). Efficient routing algorithms are fundamental to improved resource-utilization and energy-efficiency of the Internet. The goal of this paper is to explore improved routing algorithms which support Cloud-based web-services in a Future Internet network, to maximize the throughput of the network while simultaneously minimizing energy costs.
An Internet backbone network can be represented as a directed graph G(V, E), where V is the set of routers and E is the set of fiber-optic edges. Let |V | = N . In current backbone networks, edge capacities are typically 10, 40 or 100 Gbps. Multiple edges often exist between nodes to provide increased capacity and reliability. The goal of a routing algorithm Γ is to find routings for traffic flows specified in an N ×N Requested Traffic-Rate-Matrix R R which maximize the aggregate throughput while minimizing the costs. The edge cost can be any linear function of the traffic flows on the edge, i.e., a delay, reliability, congestion, or energy metric. It is shown that every network has a finite Bandwidth-Cost (BC) capacity, which cannot be exceeded. Given a traffic demand matrix, a good routing algorithm will minimize the BC capacity consumed, thereby maximizing the BC capacity available for future traffic demands. Two such capacities are explored in this paper, the Bandwidth-Distance (BD) and the Bandwidth-Energy (BE) capacities.
Traditional single-path or multi-path routing algorithms will route each commodity over a single or multiple paths through the network respectively, where the path(s) are selected from 0090-6778/13$31.00 c 2013 IEEE a set of pre-computed candidate paths. It is well known that optimal single or multi-path routing can be NP-Hard, due to the combinatorial complexity of enumerating and processing all possible candidate paths (see section 2).
To date no polynomial-time algorithms to compute a Multicommodity Maximum-Flow (MMF) for multiple unicast commodities which simultaneously achieve Minimum-Cost, subject to cost constraints, have been proposed for the Internet (see section 2). Currently, sub-optimal routing algorithms such as the Open Shortest Path First (OSPF) algorithm are used to deliver services over the BE-Internet, which directly affects resource-utilization, energy-efficiency, and operating costs.
In this paper we present a Constrained Multicommodity Max-Flow-Min-Cost algorithm to find routings for multiple unicast commodities which maximize the aggregate flow in a graph, while minimizing the routing-cost. The edge cost can be any metric. To explore the Bandwidth-Distance (BD) capacity of a network, let the edge cost equal its distance. This routing-cost will tend to route commodities over shorterdistance paths, to minimize the BD-utilization. To explore the Bandwidth-Energy (BE) capacity of a network, let the edge cost equal the amount of energy required to transmit each Gigabit. This routing-cost will tend to route commodities over lower-energy paths, to minimize the BE-utilization.
The proposed algorithms will find routings which achieve the maximum aggregate throughput while simultaneously achieving the minimum energy cost, subject to energy cost constraints specified by the network-administrator. By relaxing the cost constraints, the unconstrained Max-Flow-Min-Cost algorithm will find all admissible-traffic-rate matrices within the Capacity Region of a network (defined in section 3). No other routing algorithms can achieve a larger aggregate multicommodity flow, or achieve a lower energy cost given this aggregate flow.
The Constrained Multicommodity Max-Flow-Min-Cost algorithm accepts as inputs constraints on the maximumallowable cost of any unicast commodity flow. For every commodity to be delivered, a subgraph containing a set of candidate edges is specified. The removal of undesirable edges results in the specification of a sub-graph G c ∈ G for each commodity c ∈ C. The Constrained Max-Flow-Min-Cost algorithm consists of 2 LPs. A first LP called the ConstrainedMaximum-Flow LP (CMF-LP) will maximize the aggregate traffic flow, subject to the constraint that every commodity is routed over its subgraph. The allowable cost for every commodity flow is constrained by selecting the subgraph
appropriately. An efficient algorithm to find useful subgraphs is presented. The second LP called the ConstrainedMinimum-Cost LP (CMC-LP) will minimize the cost of the maximum aggregate traffic flow, subject to the constraint that every commodity is routed over its subgraph. There are 2 reasons to add cost constraints on each commodity; (1) Traditional MMF LPs can rapidly become intractable, even when they have polynomial-time solutions (see section 2). (2) A service provider can constrain the allowable routing cost of a commodity, to match the price its is charging to supply the service in its Service Level Agreements (SLAs).
Finally, we explore the use of these routing algorithms to support Cloud-based services in a recently-proposed Future (13, 14) in the SPRINT USA backbone network with 22 nodes and 77 edges: (a) without distance constraints; (b) with distance constraints. Internet network. The search for technologies to achieve improved energy-efficiency and QoS guarantees in the Internet have existed for many years [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . Most prior papers on routing assume that smooth i.e., Constant-Bit-Rate, traffic flows are routed. However, Internet traffic tends to be selfsimilar and highly bursty. In this paper, we summarize how self-similar video streams can be first aggregated at a Cloud data center, and then smoothened using a token-bucket traffic shaper, to yield a Nearly-Constant-Bit-Rate smoothened aggregated traffic flow. The proposed routing algorithms can then be used to route the smoothened aggregated flows over the proposed Future Internet network, to achieve improved throughput, energy-efficiency and QoS guarantees. We argue that these improvements are complimentary, i.e., that improved resource-utilization, energy-efficiency and QoS can be achieved with negligible economic cost to new routers.
The Constrained Multicommodity Max-Flow-Min-Cost routing algorithm applied to wireless mesh networks was presented in [18] . This paper extends [18] significantly, by (i) developing the concept of the Bandwidth-Cost capacity of a network and exploring two capacities, the BD and BE capacities, by (ii) developing Multicast Max-Flow-Min-Cost LPs in networks using network coding, by (iii) comparing the proposed algorithm with state-of-the-art existing Internet routing algorithms, and by (iv) presenting significant experimental results on the delivery of aggregated video from Cloudbased web-servers over the Future Internet design proposed in [27] . The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a review of routing algorithms. Section 3 formalizes the concept of Minimum-Cost routing. Section 4 presents the Constrained Multicommodity Max-Flow-Min-Cost algorithm. Section 5 presents routing results. Section 6 explores the routing of aggregated video streams over the proposed Future Internet network. Section 7 concludes the paper. Fig. 1 illustrates multiple paths between a (source,destination) or (s,d) pair in a network. Fig. 1a shows a SPRINT backbone network over the USA, with 15 nodes and 64 directed edges. Consider a commodity flow between nodes (13, 14) . There is one minimum-distance path denoted p * = (13, 14) , with 1 edge and 2 routers. However, there are a combinatorially-large number of paths between these routers which vary in distance.
II. REVIEW OF MAXIMUM-FLOW ROUTINGS
Many Multicommodity Maximum Flow (MMF) algorithms have been presented [10] [11] [12] [13] . Let G(V, E) denote a directed graph, where each edge e = (i, j) has a capacity Z(e). Let c denote one commodity in a set of commodities C. Each unicast commodity c has source and destination nodes denoted s c and d c , and a requested traffic rate W c . Define an Admissible Routing as an assignment of commodity flows to the edges in G, such that no capacity constraints are violated, and flow-conservation applies at every node. The Unsplittable Multicommodity Maximum Flow (UMMF) problem can be stated as follows [12, 13] : Does there exist an admissible routing for the commodities, where each commodity receives its requested rate W c , and where each commodity flows over one end-to-end path? This problem is NP-Complete, since it can be restricted to include a known NP-Complete problem. When the edge capacities and requested rates are unity, the UMMF problem is equivalent to the K-Edge-Disjoint-Paths (K-EDP) problem, a well-known NP-complete problem [12, 13] . The Ksplittable Multicommodity Maximum Flow (KMMF) problem can be defined similarly, where each commodity is constrained to flow over at most K end-to-end paths [12, 13] . This problem is also NP-Complete, as it can be restricted to include the UMMF problem. The UMMF and KMMF problems can be formulated as Integer Programming (IP) problems, with a combinatorially large number of possible paths to consider for each commodity.
Many Polynomial Time Approximate Solutions (PTAS) have been presented [11, 12, 13 ]. An algorithm yields a (1 + α)-approximate solution to the UMMF or KMMF problem if it yields a flow rate R which is within a factor of (1 + α) of the maximum-flow rate. Many PTAS solutions can be found by relaxing the constraints of an IP problem to yield a Linear-Programming (LP) problem, which can be solved in polynomial-time.
A related but simpler path-based Multicommodity Maximum-Flow Linear Program (PMMF-LP) problem was presented in [10] . Given a graph G(V, E) and a set of commodities C, find an admissible routing which maximizes the aggregate flow. Each commodity c may receive a fraction f ∈ {0, 1} of its requested rate W c but not more than W c , otherwise the LP may determine a MMF where a small number of commodities receive excessively large flows. This LP allows a commodity flow to be split arbitrarily finely, and to flow over arbitrarily many paths. This LP can be solved in polynomial time [10] . Unfortunately, the number of paths to consider for each commodity grows combinatorially, leading to excessively large LPs. An iterative method to solve this problem is called Path List Augmentation [19] , where new candidate paths are added during each iteration, and where the iterations proceed until the improvements are negligible. These iterative methods add considerable complexity to the routing algorithm, and often have difficulty converging. We illustrate another fundamental problem with the existing MMF-LPs based on [10] ; a MMF solution does not necessarily minimize cost, and can yield very high edge loads unless explicit steps are taken to minimum cost.
We now summarize polynomial-time LPs related to our work, which are based on the edge-based Multicommodity Maximum Flow Linear Program (EMMF-LP) presented in [10] . A LP for routing multiple unicast commodities to minimize edge loads in a network was presented in [22] . This LP does not not minimize cost. A rate-optimal LP for finding a Maximum-Flow routing of a multicast set in networks using Network Coding was presented in [23] . However, this LP does not minimize cost. A cost-optimal LP for finding a Minimum-Cost routing of a multicast set in a network using Network Coding was presented in [24] , under the assumption of 'linear separable commodity costs'. However, this LP does not find a maximum-flow rate, and it does not achieve the true minimal cost under all conditions. It is shown in this paper that lower costs can be achieved. A LP for maximizing throughput subject to QoS constraints in a network using Network Coding was presented in [25] . However, this LP does not minimize cost. All these prior LPs can become intractable, due to the large number of variables to be considered. Consider a network G(V, E) with |V | = N and |E| = M . There are potentially N × (N − 1) commodities to be routed. The traditional EMMF-LPs require a LP variable for every commodity flow on every edge, i.e., potentially N ×(N −1)×M variables. For a network with 26 nodes and 84 edges, the EMMF-LP can require 54,600 variables, which can be intractable for real-time Internet routing.
III. SINGLE PATH AND MULTIPATH ROUTING
The existing OSPF Internet routing algorithm finds a shortest weight path between an (s,d) pair in a weighted graph G(V,E). The network administrator can assign the 'cost' or 'weight' associated with each edge. The OSPF edge cost can be defined as the inverse available bandwidth on the edge, so the edge cost reflects the idealized MM1 queueing delay (assuming all traffic is Poisson-distributed), and the shortest weight path is the shortest delay path. In practice, OSPF updates the routing tables in a BE-Internet router periodically, to identify the current shortest delay path for each remote router. The OSPF paths can change frequently, due to transient network congestion associated with bursty BE traffic flows.
OSPF supports an Equal Cost Multi-Path routing (EQMP) option but this not frequently used, as the OSPF routing paths change frequently and the delay on any OSPF path can be highly variable. The OSPF algorithm is frequently used within single Autonomous Systems in the BE-Internet [21] .
Routing algorithms based on shortest paths are often used in VLSI integrated circuit design [16, 17] . For example, the BoxRouter CAD tool can improve throughput while decreasing wire-lengths in VLSI circuits using shortest path algorithms and integer linear programs [16] .
A 
Constraints 1.2-1.3 enforce edge capacity constraints. Constraint 1.5 asserts that the requested flow rate W c for commodity c is met. Constraint 1.6 asserts that one commodity flows over at most K end-to-end paths. To find a true MMF in G(V, E), all possible end-to-end paths must be considered in the set P c for each c ∈ C, and the problem is in NP. Consider a related but simpler Linear Program to find a MMF given a fixed set of K candidate end-to-end paths P c for each commodity c ∈ C. Call this problem the K-ShortestPath LP (KSP-LP), which can be stated as follows:
This LP can be solved in polynomial time, and will yield a MMF considering only the fixed set of K shortest paths for each commodity c ∈ C. The solution of the KSP-LP in Eq. 2 only yields an approximation solution to the K-MMF-IP in Eq. 1, since the LP only considers a small subset of paths P c for each commodity c. Furthermore, Eq. (2) limits the rate allocated to any commodity c to ≤ W c , otherwise the LP may find a MMF where a small number of commodities receive excessively large flows, and where all other commodities remain unserviced. Nevertheless, the KSP-LP in Eq. 2 can yield good solutions to the routing problem in the Internet, and is considered in section VI.
IV. DEFINING THE BANDWIDTH-COST CAPACITY
Let R denote the set of real numbers, and Z denote the set of integers. Define an integer matrix E ∈ Z N ×N , where In a network G(V, E) with N nodes, a set of N × (N − 1) requested commodity flow rates can be specified between all pairs of distinct nodes. Define a Requested-Rate-Matrix R R ∈ R (N ×N ) , where R R (i, j) denotes the requested rate for a smooth (i.e., constant-bit-rate) commodity flow between
denotes an admissible commodity flow rate between nodes (i, j) determined by some routing algorithm Γ, without violating any edge capacity constraints. A traffic rate matrix is admissible if its requested rates can be simultaneously supported in the network, without violating any edge capacity constraints. Given a network G(V, E) with edge capacity constraint matrix Z and edge cost matrix Θ, each admissible Traffic-Rate-Matrix R A will define one point in N × (N − 1)-dimensional space. The set of all possible admissible matrices R A will define a polytope in N × (N − 1)-dimensional space. The convex hull of the polytope defines the Capacity Region of the network. This region has also been called the Stability Region or the Throughput Region in various papers [14, 15] .
Any network G(V, E) can be viewed as having a finite amount of resources, expressed as a Bandwidth-Cost (BC) Capacity. The cost of an edge can be any metric. The BCcapacity of a network can be defined as
Given a traffic demand matrix, an optimal routing should minimize the BC-capacity consumed by the routed traffic, thereby leaving more unused capacity for future traffic demands. Two BC capacities will be explored, the Bandwidth-Distance (BD) and the Bandwidth-Energy (BE) capacities. The units of the BD-capacity are Gigabit-miles per second (Gbmps). Referring to the SPRINT topology in Fig. 1a , let every directed link have a capacity of 1 Gbps. The BD-capacity of the SPRINT network is 465.5K Gbmps. Similarly, the units of the BE-capacity are
Gigabit-Joules per second (Gbjps).
Define the BC-utilization consumed by a commodity c flowing over a path p with rate r c (p) as
where s(e) and d(e) represent the source and destination vertices of edge e. The minimum BC utilization consumed per unit flow of commodity c occurs over its shortest path p * , and is denoted BC(p * , 1). Consider a commodity c routed over
The rate assigned to each path is r c (p). Define the BC-Expansion of commodity c as the ratio
The expansion is the ratio of resources needed to meet the commodity demand in G(V, E), relative to the resources needed to meet the commodity demand assuming it could be satisfied by a minimum-cost path. The BC-expansion illustrates the effectiveness of a given topology G(V, E) to realize a particular commodity. A BC-expansion close to unity indicates the network is well-suited the handle the commodity, as it flows over mostly shortest-cost path(s). A BC-expansion much larger than unity indicates the network is poorly-suited the handle the commodity, i.e., significant amounts of the commodity flow over sub-optimal higher-cost paths. Fig. 1 also illustrates several concepts related to the BDutilization of a Maximum-Flow routing. Let the capacity of each edge in the SPRINT topology shown in Fig. 1a be Z = 1 Gbps. A Maximum-Flow F between nodes (13,14) has rate 5 Gbps, and uses 5 end-to-end paths with rates 1 Gbps each as shown in bold between nodes (13, 14) . The distances of these 5 end-to-end paths are (610, 1,423, 2,854, 3,830, 5,939) miles respectively. The BD-utilization over the shortest-distance path is 610 Gbmps. No other path can deliver 1 Gbps with lower BD-utilization. The BD-utilization over the longest path in F , P = (13, 1, 2, 3, 14) is 5,939 Gbmps, about 9.5 times the cost of the first path to deliver 1 Gbps. The BD-utilization of the Maximum-Flow F is 14,655 Gbmps. The BD-expansion for this maximum flow is 4.8, i.e., this routing requires 4.8 times the resources used in the minimum-distance path to deliver each Gbps. The MaximumFlow F removes considerable resources from the network. These resources are inefficiently used by F , and cannot be used by other commodity flows which may have considerably more efficient routings. It may be desirable to constrain the maximum distance that any commodity may use, to reduce inefficient resource usage. Fig. 1b illustrates a Maximum-Flow routing between nodes (13, 14) when the path distance is constrained to be within 2,000 miles of the minimum-distance path. Most edges in the SPRINT topology have been removed from consideration, and only the first 2 paths meet the distance constraint. This Constrained-Maximum-Flow delivers 2 Gbps and consumes a BD-utilization of 2,034 Gbmps. The BD-expansion is 1.66, i.e., this routing requires 66% more resources than the minimum-distance path to deliver each Gbps, considerably better resource-efficiency than the unconstrained MaximumFlow.
A. The Energy Cost of Multicast Routings
Ahlswede et al [9] have shown that Network Coding allows a network to support a multicast routing with the maximumachievable rate. However, they did not consider the costs of multicast trees using Network Coding (NC). Two papers [23, 24] have established in theory that optimum multicast routings with the maximum-achievable rate and minimumachievable cost can be found in polynomial-time when NC is used. In this section, we show that the polynomial-time algorithms in [23, 24] do not guarantee multicast routings with minimal cost under all conditions. We show that multicast routings with the same rate can have significantly different Bandwidth-Energy costs. , 3) ,H(1, 5),H(1, 7)) = (2, 3, 2) Gbps respectively. According to [9] , a multicast set M can support rate R ≤ R * , where the maximum-achievable multicast rate is
. Therefore, the graph in Fig. 2 can support a multicast set M = [1, 3, 5, 7] with R * = 2 Gbps, and NC can be used to achieve this rate. There are 3 important cases in any multicast set; (i) R ≤ Z, (ii) Z < R < R * , and (iii) R = R * . In an Internet backbone network where the link capacities are typically 10...100 Gbps, the relevant case is usually case (i). When R ≤ Z, the minimum-cost routing of a multicast set is given by the Steiner tree, and NC cannot improve upon this cost. Unfortunately, finding the Steiner tree is an NP-hard problem. When Z < R ≤ R * , finding a minimum-cost routing of multicast set (when NC is not used) entails solving the Steiner tree packing problem, which packs multiple Steiner trees into G to realize rate R, and is also an NP-hard problem.
A rate-optimal polynomial-time LP to find a Max-Flow routing of a multicast set using NC was presented in [23] . Each set M is represented as multiple unicast flow problems in one large LP which maximizes the aggregate flow. However, while the resulting routings do achieve the optimum MaximumFlow, they do not necessarily achieve Minimum-Cost. Using the LP in [23] on Fig. 2 , the BE-cost consumed by the MaxFlow multicast routing with R=2 Gbps is 132.4 Gbjps. (NC is not necessary but can be used in this example.) The BEcost is sub-optimal due to the existence of traffic cycles. To minimize the BE-cost, a cost minimization step is necessary.
A cost-optimal polynomial-time LP to find a Min-Cost routing of a multicast set using NC was presented in [24] , Eq. 3. Each set M is represented as multiple unicast flow problems in one large LP which minimizes the cost given the specified multicast rate R. However, we observe that the cost of the multicast routings is minimized only when the rate R = R * , in which case the assumption of 'separable costs' made in [24] is valid. Otherwise, lower cost multicast routings which do not use NC exist. For example, with R = Z, the LP in [24] yields a multicast routing with a cost of 90 Gbjps (3 separable minimum-cost paths costing 30 Gbjps each). NC does not improve this solution, as no flows can be coded. However, the Steiner tree from node 1 through node 5 to destinations (3, 5, 7) , supports rate R=1 Gbps, and consumes a BE-product of 40 Gbjps, less than half the LP cost. For case 2 with R=1.6 Gbps, the LP in [24] yields a cost of 99 Gbjps after NC. However, an optimal routing that uses the Steiner tree yields a cost of 79 Gbjps. For R = R * = 2 Gbps, the LP in [24] computes a multicast routing with a BE-cost = 105 Gbjps after NC. Only for case 3 is the BE-cost optimal.
In summary, we have shown that the multicast routings generated by the polynomial-time LPs in [23, 24] followed by the use of NC do not necessarily have minimum cost, measured as a Bandwidth-Cost product or Bandwidth-Energy product. Nevertheless, the polynomial-time LPs in [23, 24] together can provide fast approximate solutions to the true Multicast Max-Flow-Min-Cost problem, which exploit the Steiner tree when R < R * . Implications: In [36, 37] , polynomial-time approximation algorithms were used to compute sub-optimal routings for multicast sets in a VLSI circuit when R ≤ Z, and NC was then applied to potentially reduce the costs. (The routing algorithms used linear programs, heuristics and artificial intelligence.) The routing algorithms applied to the case R ≤ Z < R * , in which case the Steiner tree is the optimal minimum-cost solution. There was no discussion of whether the routings achieved minimal cost, and the results were not compared to routings that used the Steiner trees, so that the degree of sub-optimality was not quantified. VLSI ICs such as the Intel iCore processors are usually mass-produced to yield tens of thousands of ICs, to offset the considerable VLSI design costs. Furthermore, these ICs are often used in products for several years. The use of a sub-optimal multicast tree with a suboptimal BE-cost can result in high recurring energy costs, spread over tens of thousands of ICs over several years. Given the high energy costs associated with sub-optimal solutions, when R < R * it may be advantageous to employ (a) more complex polynomial-time algorithms, and (b) combinatorial algorithms such as branch-and-bound, to perform a more thorough (but non-exhaustive) search the solution-space, in the search for energy-efficient multicast routings.
V. THE CONSTRAINED MAX-FLOW-MIN-COST ALGORITHM
This section presents the Constrained Max-Flow-Min-Cost algorithm. Each unicast commodity is constrained to flow over a set of feasible edges. An efficient algorithm to determine a feasible edge set for each commodity is shown in Fig. 3 . Given a requested traffic rate matrix R R ∈ R N ×N , there ≤ N × (N − 1) unicast commodities to be routed. The objective is to compute a subgraph G c (V c , E c ) ∈ G(V, E) for each commodity c ∈ C, with distance constraints.
Referring to Fig. 3 , for every node in G the algorithm initially computes a minimum-cost path to every other node using Dijkstra's algorithm. Dijkstra's algorithm will yield a tree, with minimum-cost paths from the root to the leaves. The complexity of Dijkstra's algorithm is O(|E|+|V |log|V |). For every commodity c to be routed between a pair (s,d), the algorithm initializes a set of candidate nodes and a set of candidate edges to be NULL.
A. The Constrained-Maximum-Flow LP -LP-#1
The Constrained-Maximum-Flow (CMF) LP for commodities c ∈ C is given by Eq. 6. Each commodity c has a sourcedestination pair (s c , d c ) and a requested traffic demand W c . The LP will maximize the aggregate flow over all commodities, while attempting to provide each commodity with its requested rate (but not more). Due to capacity constraints some commodities may only receive a fraction of their requested rates.
Maximize: r * (6) Subject to:
Let r c (e) denote the flow rate of commodity c on edge e. Let r c in (v) and r c out (v) denote the total flow rate into / out of node v due to commodity c, respectively. Constraint 6.3 requires that the sum of all commodity flow-rates over an edge e is ≤ the edge capacity Z(e). Flow-conservation constraints 6.4-6.6 are restricted to the subgraph G c for each commodity c. Constraints 6.5 and 6.6 for all c ∈ C can also be merged into one constraint, to reduce the problem size substantially. Constraints 6.7 and 6.8 ensure that each commodity receives a rate at least L c and at most W c . The LP is solved and the maximum-flows are determined. 
B. The Constrained-Minimum-Cost LP -LP-#2
To obtain the minimum-achievable routing-cost, a second cost-minimization LP is formulated. Let Λ c be the maximumflow rate of commodity c ∈ C between (s c ,d c ), determined by the Constrained-Maximum-Flow LP. Let the linear cost associated with every edge e ∈ E be given by Θ(e). (The cost can be any metric, i.e., a distance, reliability, congestion or energy metric). The following Constrained-Minimum-Cost (CMC) LP given in Eq. 7 will minimize the cost of the Maximum-Flow determined from the CMF LP:
Minimize: y *
(7)
Subject to:
where V = V − (s c , d c ). Constraint 7.1 requires that the maximum-flow rate for commodity c equals the value Λ c determined by the CMF LP, plus/minus a threshold (typically 10 −4 ). The remaining constraints are similar to those in Eq. 6. The objective function is to minimize the Bandwidth-Cost utilization consumed by the routing, thereby maximizing the remaining BC capacity available for future traffic demands.
The Successive Relaxation Algorithm: The LPs considered in [10, 22, 23, 24, 25] can grow to be very large and potentially intractable. The introduction of cost-constraints will limit the size of the LPs, by restricting the number of edges to consider for each commodity. Consider the following algorithm, called the Successive Relaxation Algorithm: Using the distance cost, initially a problem is solved with a small distance-threshold T (i.e., D * /64, where D * is the diameter of the graph.) If the demands are satisfied, then the routing is complete. Otherwise, the distance-threshold T can be doubled, and the LP can be solved again. The algorithm iterates until the problem is solved. The choice T = D * /64 implies that the cost constraints are effectively removed in the 6-th iteration. This algorithm can yield approximate solutions for large graphs, which may otherwise be intractable.
C. The Constrained Multicast Max-Flow-Min-Cost Algorithm
In this section, the rate-optimal LP in [23] and the costoptimal LP in [24] The rate-optimal LP in [23] finds a Maximum-Flow for the multicast set, under the constraint that the L distinct unicast rates are maximized and equal. Network coding can be used to resolve any edge capacity constraint violations. The maximum-achievable multicast rate is denoted R * . We follow the same approach as [23, 24] , and represent a multicast set M as L distinct unicast flows. The CMF LP in Eq. 6 can be used, with constraints 6.3, 6.7 and 6.8 removed. Constraint 6.3 enforces an edge capacity constraint Z(e) for edge e. This constraint can be replaced by Eq. 8, which states that the sum of all commodity flow-rates over an edge e in G is less than infinity. (This constraint is explicitly shown in Eq. 8 for pedagogical purposes.) In addition, a new constraint in Eq. 9 replaces constraints 6.7 and 6.8, to ensure that the flow to each destination in the multicast set is equal.
The new CMF LP in Eq. 6 (with Eq. 8 and 9 replacing constraints 6.3, 6.7 and 6.8) will yield the same MaximumFlow multicast rate R * as the LP in [23] , when the cost constraints are relaxed. When the cost constraints are enforced, the number of variables in the LP is reduced considerably, often by orders of magnitude for large networks, and the execution time can decrease similarly.
To find a Minimum-Cost routing for a multicast set with the maximum-achievable rate R * , the Constrained-Minimum-Cost LP in Eq. 7 can be used, where Eq. 10 replaces constraint 7.2:
Constraint 10 removes the edge capacity constraints, since Network Coding can resolve any edge capacity constraint violations. The modified CMC LP in Eq. 7 (with constraint 7.2 removed) will yield the same minimum-cost routing as the LP in [24] for the case R = R * , when the cost-constraints are relaxed. When cost constraints are enforced, the number of variables to be solved in the LP can be reduced considerably, often by orders of magnitude for large networks.
When network coding is used and the edge capacity constraints are relaxed, we further observe that the LPs in [23, 24] and our constrained versions can be simplified. These LPs effectively find multiple independent minimum-cost paths from the source to the destinations of the multicast set, when rate R = R * . Therefore, an LP is not needed as Dijkstra's algorithm can be used to solve the same problems.
In summary, the rate-optimal LP in [23] and the costoptimal LP in [24] and the versions presented in this paper can be used to find Multicast Max-Flow-Min-Energy routings when the multicast rate is maximized (R = R * ). However, these LPs do not find the Multicast Max-Flow-Min-Energy routings when R < R * , as explained in section IVa. Nevertheless, the multicast LPs in [23, 24] and the constrained versions presented here may yield acceptable approximate solutions for multicast routings in polynomial time when R < R * .
D. Properties
Some properties of the Multicommodity Max-Flow-MinCost algorithm are summarized.
Lemma 1: Let s and d be the source and sink of a unicast traffic flow in G(V, E). Then there exists a Maximum-Flow F between (s,d) in G which can be expressed as the sum of a number of flows each consisting of a simple path from s to d (i.e., a directed path without cycles).
Proof: The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 1 in Ahlswede et. al. [9] . Let F be a Maximum-Flow from s to d in G(V, E) which does not contain a directed cycle. Let P (i) be any positive path from s to d, and let c(i) be the minimum value of F assigned to an edge in P (i). Let F i be the flow from s to d along P (i) with rate c(i). Subtracting F i from F yields F − F i , a flow from s to d which does not contain a directed cycle. Apply the same procedure until F is reduced to zero. The lemma is proved.
Property 1: By setting the cost-threshold T for every unicast commodity c ∈ C equal to ∞, the Constrained-MaximumFlow LP in Eq. 6 finds the Maximum-Flow F of all unicast commodities, subject to edge capacity constraints. No other routing algorithm can achieve a larger Maximum-Flow.
Proof: By contradiction. By setting the cost-threshold to ∞, then the subgraph associated with every commodity is the full graph G(V, E), and there are no additional cost constraints associated with any commodity. The Constrained MaximumFlow LP in Eq. 5 reduces to the unconstrained edge-based MMF LP in [10, 23] .
Property 2: The solution to the Constrained-Minimum-Cost LP in Eq. 7, given the solution vector r of the Constrained Maximum-Flow LP in Eq. 5 for which the cost-threshold T for every commodity equals ∞, the cost of the Maximum-Flow is minimized. No other routing algorithm can achieve a lower cost, given the rate constraints specified in the ConstrainedMaximum-Flow LP in Eq. 6.
Proof: By contradiction. If it is not true, then either the solution to unconstrained Maximum-Flow LP in Eq. 6 does not yield a maximum-flow, or the solution to unconstrained Minimum-Cost LP in Eq. 7 did not yield a minimum-cost. When the edge cost is the energy per Gbps, no other routing algorithm can achieve a lower Bandwidth-Energy cost.
Theorem 1: Given a graph G(V, E) where |V | = N , given a non-negative edge capacity matrix Z ∈ R N ×N , given a non-negative edge cost matrix Θ ∈ R N ×N , given a matrix of minimum-cost path values between (s,d) pairs M ∈ R N ×N computed from matrix Θ, and given a requested traffic demand matrix R R ∈ R N ×N , then a necessary condition for the R R to lie within the Capacity Region of G is that the BC-utilization demanded by R R must not exceed the BC-capacity of G(V,E), i.e.,
Z(i, j)Θ(i, j). (11)
Proof: The proof follows the proof of lemma 1, and is by contradiction. Suppose a matrix R R which violates Eq. 11 can be routed. Consider routing commodities iteratively along minimum-cost paths, decrementing the remaining capacities of all traversed edges appropriately after each commodity is routed. At some point, the remaining BC-capacity on the RHS of Eq. 11 will be exhausted before all the commodities have been routed. The routing of any remaining commodity along a minimum-cost path will result in an edge capacity violation.
Theorem 1 provides a necessary condition on the admissibility of any requested traffic rate matrix R R . If the BCutilization demanded by R R exceeds the BC-capacity of the network, then the matrix R R is not within the Capacity Region of the network, and it cannot be fully routed. It also yields a simple test to estimate the resource-utilization of a requested traffic rate matrix. If the BC-utilization demanded by the matrix is less than ≈ 40% of the BC-capacity, then the matrix can likely be routed along predominantly minimum-distance paths, and the distance threshold used in the CMF and CMC LPs can be relatively small.
VI. ROUTING RESULTS
This section summarizes the results of the LPs for an expanded version of backbone USA topology shown in Fig.  1 , with 26 nodes and 84 edges, where the capacity of every edge = 40 Gbps (see [28] ). The BD-Capacity of the network is 1.522M Gbmps. From theorem 1, a necessary condition for a traffic pattern to be achievable is that the demanded BDutilization must not exceed 1.522M Gbmps.
One hundred Traffic-Demand-Matrices were generated for 2 scenerios, the light-load and heavy-load scenarios. For the light-load scenario, each traffic demand matrix consists of 8 randomly generated permutations, where each (s,d) pair has a demand of 1.2 Gbps. For the heavy-load scenario, each traffic demand matrix consists of 16 randomly generated permutations, where each (s,d) pair has a demand of 1.6 Gbps. The 100 traffic demand matrices where routed on a laptop processor, with 2 processing cores with 2.8 GHz clock-rates, and 8 Gbytes of main memory. Table 1 illustrates the results of the OSPF algorithm for the light-load scenario. The routing algorithm is shown in Column 1. The distance-threshold T for the CMF or CMC algorithms is shown in brackets. The demanded BD-utilization (before routing) is denoted by BD(D) in column 2. The BD-utilization consumed after routing is denoted by BD(U) in column 3. The processor execution time is denoted by ExT in column 4. Three edge weights are used by the OSPF algorithm to find shortest paths. In OSPF(DEL), the edge weight equals its inverse available edge bandwidth, so that the shortest-paths are the lowest-delay paths (assuming the traffic was Poissondistributed). In OSPF(DIST), the edge weight equals the edge distance (in miles). In OSPF(HOP), each edge has a weight of 1. For the light-load scenario, all 3 OSPF algorithms achieve 100% of the traffic demands. OSPF(DIST) also consumes the minimum BD-utilization. The BE-Internet is generally overprovisioned and operates at a light loads on average [1] [2] [3] . According to table 1, OSPF has excellent performance at light loads, achieving 100% of the traffic demands with low cost (BD-utilization). The computational requirement of OSPF is small and is distributed amongst the BE-Internet routers. Table  1 also illustrates the results of the K-Shortest-Paths LPs, for K= (8, 16) paths. Both achieve 100% of the demand, but they incur higher BD-utilizations and higher average edge loads than OSPF, since the KSP-LP has no incentive to minimize cost. (The edge loads can be improved by adding a costminimization LP after the KSP-LP). Table 1 also illustrates the results of 3 algorithms for the light-load scenario, (i) the edge-based EMMF-LP in [10, 23] , (ii) the proposed CMF-CMC-LP with distance threshold = (8000,1000) miles, and (iii) the proposed CMC-LP with distance threshold = 100 miles. All three algorithms achieve 100% of the traffic demand. The traditional EMMF-LP achieves a very poor average edge load of 96.4%, illustrating an inefficient routing with traffic cycles, since this LP has no incentive to minimize cost. The CMF-CMC-LPs achieve 100% of demand, while minimizing the BD-utilization. The CMC-LP alone, with a distance threshold of 100 miles, also achieves 100% of the demand, minimizing the BD-utilization. The speedup at light loads (for the CMC-(100) versus CMF-CMC(8000)) is a factor of 30. Table 2 illustrate the results of the OSPF and KSP algorithms for the high-load scenario. OSPF(DEL) performs well, routing about 96.9% of the demand. However, the BDutilization is sub-optimal, about 20% higher than optimal, and the average edge-load is sub-optimal, also about 11% higher than optimal. At heavy loads, OSPF is clearly unable to realize the Max-Flow Min-Cost routing. At heavier loads, the performance of OSPF degrades even further. KSP(16) achieves 99.4% of the demand, also with sub-optimal BD-utilization and average edge load. (The BD-utilization and edge loads can be improved by adding a Min-Cost LP after the KSP-LP.) Table 2 also illustrates the results of the (i) the proposed CMF-CMC-LPs with distance constraints, and (iii) the proposed CMC-LP with distance constraints. (The EMMF-LP without distance constraints was intractable.) These LPs achieve ≥ 99% of the traffic demand, while achieving the minimal BD-utilization and edge loads given the distance constraints. The CMC-LP alone, with a distance threshold of 1000 miles, achieves 99.4% of the demand. Table 3 illustrates the sizes of the LPs for the heavy-load scenario. The EMMF LP is intractable, as it requires ≈ 26K variables. The CMF-CMC LP with a distance threshold of 4000 miles is tractable, and achieves 99.6% of the demand. It requires ≈ 24K variables. The CMC LP with a distance threshold of 1000 miles is tractable, and achieves 99.4% of the demand. It requires ≈ 11K variables. The addition of cost constraints allows for a significant reduction in problem size, with a marginal reduction in the maximum flow rate.
We now explore the minimum-energy routing and BEcapacity of a network. Several different edge energy-cost models can be created. To illustrate the methodology, let the edge (i,j) energy cost reflect the router (i) power costs, using published data. According to [7] , there are ≈ 10 6 Internet routers each consuming ≈ 4 KW. Let a router of size 8x8 with 40 Gbps links consumes 4 KW = 4KJ/sec on average. The energy-cost of a line card (i.e., a fully-utilized IO port) in a router is therefore 500 W = 0.5 KJ/sec (comparable with the power of a Cisco CRS-1 linecard). According to [6] , ≈ 30% of a router's power is due to IP packet processing, and this power can made to be proportional to the router utilization. Let α = 0.70 denote the fraction of a router's power which is constant (independent of utilization), and let β = 1 − α = 0.30 equal the fraction of power which is proportional to the router's utilization. According to published data, older routers are less energy-efficient than newer routers, typically by 33% per year or more. Therefore, let the energy-cost of an edge with utilization u equal u × β × 0.5KJ/sec.
An energy-efficient routing algorithm can use smallestenergy paths to route commodities. Several energy-costs were associated with the edges in E, with 1/3 edges having an energy-cost of β × 0.5 KJ/sec, with 1/3 edges having 33% less efficiency, and 1/3 edges having 33% greater efficiency. Table  4 shows the routing results. OSPF(E) will route traffic along smallest-energy paths first. The CMF-CMC(x) LPs will find a Max-Flow with minimum energy-cost, with cost-threshold = x × β × 0.5 KJ/sec. According to table 4, the CMF-CMC(4) LP can achieve 98.6% of the flow demand, with near minimal energy requirements. In contrast, OSPF(E) achieves a lower flow rate of 91.6%, with higher energy costs and edge loads. Current internet routers are not designed to save power at low utilizations, i.e., according to [7] they use ≈ 4 KW regardless of the load. In the near future, it is plausible to expect the router power to be largely proportional to the utilization, i.e., the fraction β should increase. For example, digital circuits can be clocked slower if they are underutilized. In this case, the energy-savings due to minimumenergy routing can be significantly larger than shown in Table  4 .
The proposed algorithms have been tested on numerous other network topologies and numerous other traffic patterns, and the results are consistent. The proposed LPs can result in considerably better energy-efficiencies, resource utilizations and edge loads than possible with other known routing algorithms, especially at higher loads. For large networks, the constrained LPs can reduce the size of the LPs to solve by factors of 10 or more, yielding tractable solutions to otherwise potentially intractable LPs.
VII. FUTURE INTERNET MODEL
In this section, we explore the use of the proposed routing algorithms to support Cloud-based web-services in a Future Internet network. The theory for a Future Internet network which can support 2 (or more) service classes, a new Smooth class and the usual Best-Effort class, has been presented in [26, 27] . Legacy BE-Internet applications developed over the last 40 years typically use the TCP flow-control protocol, which results in quite bursty BE traffic flows [1] [2] [3] . These legacy applications will continue to run over the proposed Future Internet, using the same existing BE-Internet routing algorithms such as OSPF. New Cloud-based applications can be developed to exploit the new Smooth service class. It has been established in theory that the Future Internet network will provide the new Smooth class with Deterministic and Essentially-Perfect bandwidth, delay, jitter and QoS guarantees, for all admissible traffic demands within the Capacity Region of the network [26, 27] .
A smooth traffic flow is defined as a traffic flow between an (s,d) pair which exhibits a low burstiness or jitter, i.e., the packets arrive at a relatively smooth rate. EssentiallyPerfect service for a smooth traffic flow is defined as service which deviates from perfect-service by at most K maximum- size packets, at any router and at any point in time. Formal definitions can be found in [26] and references therein.
In the proposed Future Internet network, the majority of buffering for the Smooth traffic class is moved external to the network, and the end-to-end queuing delays within the network for the Smooth traffic class are typically negligible relative to the fiber transmission delays [26] . The Smooth traffic flows can be viewed as highly-efficient low-latency circuit-switched connections, with deterministic QoS guarantees. Each Cloud data center has a token-bucket-based Traffic Shaper Queue (TSQ) to shape bursty QoS traffic into low-jitter streams before transmission. Each destination node has Traffic Playback Queue (TPQ) to regenerate the original bursty QoS stream(s) at the destinations with essentially-perfect QoS.
A Future-Internet router using an Input-Queued (IQ) switch is shown in Fig. 4 . A router of size M × M consists of M input and output ports. Each input port has 2 classes of Virtual Output Queues (VOQs), the Smooth VOQs, and the BE VOQs. Each input port has a Input-Filter (IF) module to filter incoming packets and forward them to the appropriate VOQs. BE packets are forwarded to the BE-VOQs, while Smooth packets are forwarded to the Smooth-VOQs. The routing and scheduling of BE packets through the router is accomplished with the existing BE scheduling and routing algorithms (i.e., OSPF). The scheduling of Smooth packets through the router can be accomplished using deterministic schedules, which can be precomputed by the router when the smooth traffic flows are routed through the network [26] .
The routing of Smooth commodity flows through a network can be centralized or distributed. The existing BE-Internet already supports a Source-Routing (SR) option, where a source can precompute an end-to-end path according to its own routing criterion, and prepend the routing information in the packet header. The existing BE-Internet also supports a PolicyBased-Routing (PBR) option, where a router can forward a packet to a particular output port based on several criterion in the packet header. Existing VOIP web-services already use proprietary QoS routing algorithms with these routing options, thereby bypassing the existing BE-Internet routing algorithms such as OSPF. In a centralized scheme, a Traffic Engineering Routing entity can maintain traffic demand and link-state matrices over time, perform centralized routing for high-volume Cloud-based web-services, and distribute the routing information to the web-servers and routers. In a distributed scheme, each Cloud-based web-server can maintain traffic demand and link-state matrices using link-state distribution protocols, and perform SR or PBR. In both cases the packets in a Smooth flow will follow the precomputed path(s), using the SR or PBR options in the existing BE-Internet. Using the PBR option, each router is configured to identify Smooth packets from the the IP packet headers, and forward these to the appropriate Smooth-VOQs.
Current BE-Internet routers use heuristic Best-Effort schedulers, which cannot achieve deterministic bandwidth or QoS guarantees. Heuristic BE schedulers can typically achieve at best 80% link-efficiencies, and require very large packet buffers per input port. Current BE-Internet routers using heuristic BE schedulers typically use the classic DelayBandwidth buffer-sizing rule to determine router buffer sizes. A BE-Internet router with link speeds of 40 Gbps and a roundtrip-time of 250 milliseconds typically requires buffers of ≈ 10 Gbits per input port, or ≈ 1 million maximum-size IP packets per input port [29] . To provide low delays, existing BE routers carrying real-time traffic are typically over-provisioned and operate at a small fraction (i.e., 33%) of peak capacity and link utilization [1] [2] [3] . This over-provisioning represents a significant loss of capacity, a significant energy cost, and a significant capital cost to pay for under-utilized capacity.
In the proposed Future Internet, no new VOQs or buffers are required, as existing BE-Internet routers already have very large buffers. The only new hardware required to support the Smooth traffic class in a router is the Look Up Tables (LUTs) to hold the precomputed schedules, which can easily fit on a small FPGA per linecard. The change in router design allows for the new Smooth service class to co-exist with the regular BE service class. All existing BE-Internet applications developed over the last 40 years will continue to work without any software changes over the proposed Future Internet. New applications which require improved throughput, energyefficiency or QoS guarantees can be written to exploit the new highly-efficient Smooth service class.
A. Video Multicasting in the Future Internet
In this section, the delivery of aggregated video streams from Cloud-based web-servers over the proposed Future Internet is summarized. According to [8] , video traffic from Netflix service represents ≈ 30% of the internet traffic in the USA during peak hours. Cloud-based data centers typically contain 50,000 individual servers in one location [8] , and service thousands to millions of users.
Several prior papers have explored the aggregation of video traffic on the Internet. Ref. [30] explored the statistical multiplexing gain achievable when aggregating between 100 and 2,000 video streams in a smoothening buffer at the source. Ref. [31] showed that poor QoS of the BE-Internet can cause considerable problems for video distribution. Ref. [33] explored aggregating 100 video streams at the source using bufferless multiplexing. Ref. [34] explored aggregating 75 video streams at the source using a token-bucket traffic shaper queue. Our study differs from the prior art in 2 ways: (i) we explore the aggregation of 10 3 − 10 6 video streams at one source, reflecting the glowing importance of Cloud data centers; (ii) we assume a Future Internet network which can provide deterministic QoS guarantees, as established in [26, 27] .
Two real High-Definition (HD) video traces are used in our simulations, the KAET Talk-Show and the Mars-to-China traces available from the University of Arizona [32] . Both traces are 30-minute HD 1920x1080 video traces in the H.264/AVC format, with ≈ 51K frames (at 30 frames per second). The traces are self-similar and bursty. To generate an aggregated video stream to be delivered, copies of each 1/2 hour video stream are circularly rotated by a random amount and added together yielding an aggregated 1/2 hour video stream as described in prior papers [26, 27, [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] . (No processing of the video streams to minimize the jitter of the aggregated stream is assumed.)
Assume that a cloud-based web-server will use the SR or PBR options to traverse path(s) with a specified rate, and transport highly aggregated video over the path(s). The number of aggregated video streams on each path is known in advance, and the minimum-bandwidth required by the path is also known. As described in [26, 27] , the cloud-server will generate an aggregate smoothed stream with an additional excess-bandwidth component, typically between 1% and 5% of the minimum-bandwidth requirement, to control the TSQ and TPQ queueing delays.
To find the total delays to deliver an aggregated video stream, the TSQ at the source and the TPQ at the destination were simulated using the methodology described in [26, 27, [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] . Fig. 5 illustrates the application-layer queueing delays in the TSQ and the TPQ for the aggregation of between A =1...1M individual video streams. For each point in Fig.  5 , the TSQ and TPQ were simulated with 100 randomly generated aggregated video streams, each 1/2 hour in length. The x-axis illustrates the excess-bandwidth provisioned in the path(s). The y-axis illustrates the mean queueing delays. The 95% confidence intervals are very small. The application-layer queueing delays in the TSQ and TPQ drop rapidly as the excess-bandwidth increases. (The TSQ and TPQ can easily be incorporated into a software multicast overlay layer.) Table 5 illustrates the end-to-end router queueing delays (RQ) for aggregated video streams traversing 10 routers (based on the KAET Talk Show video trace). Each row represents a level of aggregation and excess-bandwidth in the provisioned path (or tree). The aggregation of 1,000 video streams each requiring 1.464 Mbits per second (Mbps) will require a mini- mum aggregate bandwidth of 1.464 Gbps. To achieve a small queueing delay in the TSQ and TPQ, let an excess bandwidth of 5% be used in the path (or tree), so the provisioned rate is 1.05x1.464 = 1.537 Gbps.
For an aggregation of 1,000 video streams with an excessbandwidth of 5%, the mean end-to-end router queueing delay is ≤ 1 millisec, which is extremely low compared to the existing BE-Internet. The mean queueing delays in the TSQ and TPQ are also very small. The bandwidth-efficiency and resource-efficiency of this path (or tree) is 95%, far higher than possible in the existing BE-Internet. Each router buffers on average ≤ 2 packets per QoS-enabled traffic flow, several orders of magnitude less buffering than for BE traffic flows [26] . It is estimated that router buffers represent a reasonable fraction of the cost, size and power dissipation of existing Internet routers.
The same methodology has been tested on hundreds of other self-similar streams. The TSQ and TPQ queueing delays are always consistent with Fig. 5 ; High levels of aggregation (≥ 1,000 streams) enables multiple self-similar video streams to be shaped into a sufficiently smooth traffic flow at the source node. The smoothened traffic flows can be routed by the MaxFlow-Min-Cost algorithms presented in this paper to achieve improved throughput, energy-efficiency and QoS guarantees in the proposed Future Internet. The largest energy-savings are a result of removing the need to significantly over-provision the links. Using the Smooth traffic class, links can carry traffic at 95% -100% loads and provide deterministic and essentially-perfect QoS guarantees. The aggregate throughput and energy-efficiency of the entire backbone network will improve correspondingly. In contrast, the BE-Internet operates links carrying time-sensitive traffic at light loads, typically ≤ 33% load, to achieve weak statistical QoS guarantees [1] [2] [3] .
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
A Constrained Multicommodity Max-Flow-Min-Cost algorithm for routing unicast traffic flows in a network subject to cost constraints has been presented. The addition of routing cost constraints can result in significantly smaller LPs to solve, and can result in significantly better resource-utilization and edge-loads. When the cost constraints are relaxed, no other unicast routing algorithms can achieve larger Maximum Flows, or lower costs given the Maximum-Flow rates to be supported; These unicast routing algorithms can achieve the lowest energy-costs given the Maximum-Flow rates to be supported. These routing algorithms have polynomialtime solutions, in contrast to traditional multipath routing algorithms which can be NP-Hard. It is also shown that every network has a finite Bandwidth-Cost capacity which cannot be exceeded. Two capacities where explored, the BandwidthDistance capacity and the Bandwidth-Energy capacity. The proposed routing algorithms can achieve Maximum-Flows with minimal BD and BE costs, subject to cost constraints imposed by a network administrator. We also present some new insights into Multicast Maximum-Flow-Minimum-Energy routing in networks using Network Coding. It is shown that the energy costs of different multicast routings that support the same multicast flow rate can be significantly different. The application of these routing algorithms to route aggregated and smoothened video streams from Cloud data centers in a proposed Future-Internet network with improved throughput, energy-efficiency and QoS guarantees is presented.
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